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Khangwe 

Mutwanamba and colleagues from Mungweni 

District of PEU in Limpopo, South Africa, 

Peter Machenjera and his buddies from PTUZ 

singing the Zimbabwean National Anthem, 

and the two most African men in the 

ANTUSA Games, Jeff from TUN and Charlie 

wa Muchangana from PEU. 

2019 TWELFTH ANTUSA GAMES IN MASERU. SPECIAL EDITION 

THE BABY OF KABWE GOAT CONGRESS IN 2007 
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THE EDITORIAL DESK 

One cannot mention the ANTUSA Games 

and leave Kabwe out. The ANTUSA 

Games were born in Kabwe in December 

2007 when the Presidents of PEU, 

BETUZ, BOSETU and PTUZ met. 

BETUZ were the hosts. The idea was to 

unite Educators’ Unions which were non-

politically aligned. Because of the 

common grounds of understanding of not 

mixing politics with education, they agreed 

to meet annually in a rotational manner to 

exchange ideas and methodologies of 

upgrading their education systems. 

BOSETU raised the hand to organise the 

first edition in 2008 in Francistown. They 

never looked back, and in 2012 TUN 

joined and hosted in Windhoek, at the 

University of Namibia. In 2014, LTTU 

also grabbed the opportunity to host the 

participating in Maseru, Lesotho College 

of Education. Towns like Polokwane, 

Harare, Lusaka, Durban, Gaborone, 

Victoria Falls, Livingstone and 

Swakopmund have tasted the hosting of 

ANTUSA Games before. The 12th Edition 

in Maseru was very emotional in the sense 

that PTUZ couldn’t bring the teams due to 

the merciless Cyclone Idai which swept 

the lives and properties of our beloved 

neighbours. May the precious souls of 

those who passed on rest in eternal peace, 

and their survivals be comforted. BETUZ 

could also not bring a full quota of their 

playing squads due to rumours of 

xenophobia in South Africa, and also the 

challenging stages of their economy. The 

weather also wasn’t smiling like in 2014, it 

delayed the games a bit. It was also the 

edition BETUZ would like to forget 

immediately, as in the early hours of the 

departures, the news circulated that 

Comrade Secretary General, Jeffrey 

Simuntala, had breathed his last. May his 

soul rest in peace. It was also an edition to 

remember for two reasons: The Minister 

delivered a speech and thereafter made his 

words talk in the field of play. The soccer 

games did not provide a winner as the final 

game had to be abandoned due to time. 

One Lefoka Jan Mashishi from PEU was 

serving as the SAC Chairperson for the 

last time, as he called it a quit in the 

education system. All roads now lead to 

Maun in Botswana for the 13th edition of 

the ANTUSA Games in 2020. 

  PEU National Editor,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Charlie wa Muchangana 
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The 12th Edition of ANTUSA 

Games kicks off. 

The welcoming sunny but windy weather 

of Maseru was so polite to the masses of 

the 

ANTUSA 

family for 

the opening 

of the games 

in the open ground of Lesotho College of 

Education. Participating countries gathered 

to sing their respective National Anthems. 

The most touching moment was when 

Peter Mazhenjera, the Publicity and 

Information officer of PTUZ had to take 

the stage with his two compatriots to sing 

the Zimbabwean national anthem. They 

had to relate the aftermath of the cyclone 

Idai which swept more than 154 educators 

and school children, and ruined the 

properties of their fellow countrymen and 

women. It was worth shedding tears when 

they indicated that they were already 

packing the bags to Maseru, but 

unfortunately 

they had to call it 

a quit. The 

Mnangagwa 

government also rubbed salt on their 

wounds by depleting their economy status 

down the drain. The two most vocals 

spokespersons of the ANTUSA Games, 

both the Secretary General Raymond 

Majongwe and his President Takavafira 

Zhou were the visible absentists in 

Maseru. The colourful LTTU members, as 

hosts kept the crowd on their toes when 

they gave their King Moshoeshoe a 

thankful note to have fought for their dear 

country. They also had to shed tears in 

thinking that their salary protest ended in 

0% increase. African teachers are indeed 

being exploited, their efforts are not even 

acknowledged.  

If one would think of countries like 

Germany and Iran where educators are 

given the respect they deserve and 

teaching being one of the highly paid 

professions, one could be pardoned to 

think of packing bags and relocating to 

such destinations. The BETUZ with the 

Big buyer in 

their midst 

couldn’t be 

forgotten. 

They always 

make the 

ANTUSA Games colourful with their 

dances. The BOSETU as always had to 

close the session with their choir after PEU 

sang God bless Africa (Nkosi sikelel’ 

iAfrika). It is a very catching moment to 

see members of the ANTUSA family 

coming together from the corners of 

SADEC, shaking hands and hugging each 

other year in and year out. This implies the 

growth and understanding of matured 

teachers in the South of Africa. The 

Publicity and Information desk urges the 

top dogs of the Association to extend the 

invite to other countries like Mozambique, 

Swaziland, Malawi and Tanzania but to 

mention a few. This will assist in the 

countries getting a common way to 

develop an African child academically, 

and who knows, maybe even to uproot the 

poverty stigma which is slowly cropping 

in our respective countries. If PTUZ 

couldn’t make it to Maseru because of 

financial constraints, who else will be 

following when all roads lead to Maun in 

2020? This must come to an end, 

otherwise ANTUSA’s objectives will have 

been short-lived.          

 

 

 

 PTUZ delegation to Maseru   
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THE ANTUSA PRESIDENT 

SPOKE 

In Germany they say when the Furher 

speaks, the whole of Germany listens. All 

the citizens of the ANTUSA world had to 

give to first 

citizen a 

standing 

ovation as 

President 

Malose 

Kutumela 

rose to the 

stage. 

Malose 

Kutumela is 

serving as 

both PEU 

and 

ANTUSA 

President. 

He is the only President countrywide 

serving as President of two institutions. 

These others are still writing it in their 

wish lists. He rose up with his favourable 

song from PEU play list, A re kwana 

moyeng.   

In his speech, President Malose hailed the 

comrades to have gathered in Maseru for 

yet another edition of the ANTUSA 

activities. The best thing is that we have 

managed to uphold a tradition, and the 

ANTUSA activities have continued to 

grow from strength to strength. This year’s 

theme: ANTUSA moving towards 

integration of the teaching profession 

amidst cultural diversity is a clear 

testimony that the spirit continues to grow 

year in and year out. He indicated that it is 

his wish to see us uphold the theme and 

embrace each other whereby cross 

pollination of professional ideas take 

centre stage. He mentioned that as games 

will be played as had been a norm, he also 

wanted to believe that the programme 

would bring new things that interrogate the 

teaching profession. He expected the 

Research and Publicity desks to make 

presentations to that effect. This is what 

the Publicity desk highlighted when 

meeting in Botswana, Gaborone in early 

February, only to be snubbed by the GEC.   

The President applauded LTTU for a 

sterling job in preparing to host the Games 

despite challenges that could have been 

encountered. It was so disturbing to learn 

that one of our sister union, PTUZ, could 

not make it due to challenges beyond 

control. Zimbabwe’s economy is 

struggling to pick up and that had not 

spared our sister union. He sent prayers for 

changes for the better. 

In conclusion, the President applauded 

everyone who made it to Maseru. The 

sacrifices of foregoing some of important 

programs back home to attend this year’s 

edition was great testimony that people are 

committed to the ANTUSA Games  

 -----------------------------------------

THE OFFICIAL OPENING OF 

THE 12TH EDITION 

We have seen BETUZ taking the crown of 

going around with their Ministry officials. 

They have been to Maseru before in 2014, 

and even now they made the trip. In 

Victoria Falls, PTUZ brought Mr Ncube 

who represented the North Province 

Ministry of Education. But all these 

officials gave impressive talks, and never 

witnessed the procession. PEU can’t boost 

the same as our officials always choose the 

other side of the slice. Honourable 

Mothepu Mahapa, the Deputy Minister of 

Education and Training, stood in for the 

Minister who had other competing 

programmes. He brought to our attention 

from the onset that sports have a special 

place in the Ministry’s key goals. It is 

anchored on our understanding of the 
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central role played by sports in 

contributing towards cognitive 

development of students, as well as 

enhancing their leadership skills and good 

health. The Ministry has established a 

special office to promote and support 

sports development in schools in the whole 

of Lesotho. These were indeed sweetened 

words from the Honourable Deputy 

Minister of Education and Training. He 

did not end there. He declared the 12th 

edition of the ANTUSA Games officially 

opened, to the 

ululation of the 

masses standing in 

the North of the 

colourful tent of 

officials.  

He made history by 

becoming the first 

Education Official to 

be around the 

sports field for 

two days in 

full. He wore 

his Ministry 

attire to 

deliver the 

Official 

Opening 

Speech, thereafter he wore the LTTU 

soccer gear. He featured against Namibia 

and BETUZ for the entire games. The 

Editorial desk commends him for leading 

by example. We urge all Education 

officials in the participating countries to 

learn from Honourable Mothepu Mahapa 

of a tiny country Lesotho. He made it look 

bigger than the rest. 

 

 

 

The 2019 ANTUSA Games 

It was a tit-for-tat game between BOSETU 

and TUN in the soccer semi-finals. For the 

gruelling 

first half 

BOSETU 

were given 

a scare of 

their life 

time when 

TUN were 2-0 up. Panic buttons were 

pressed. Uncle TT, Thato and Cimmy ran 

like headless chickens, until they managed 

to scrap through to the finals against 

BETUZ who got the best of aging PEU 

goalkeeper, Okpara Charlie wa 

Muchangana. They pencilled a final not to 

be missed. History was made when the 

game filed to produce the winner due to 

darkness. Penalties were abandoned. They 

have to wait for 2020 in Maun to see who 

will emerge as champions. 

For the first time ever, PEU ladies have 

beaten BETUZ ladies in a match of the 

tournament. Maybe Boitumelo Modisane 

was inspired by her recent secondment as 

PEU National Sports, Arts and Culture 

Chairperson. Nevertheless they deserve a 

Bells. But this couldn’t stop the reigning 

champions in the ANTUSA Games, 

BOSETU to take the mantle back home 

BETUZ 

have 

tried 

several 

times to 

dismantle them but without luck. They 

know their game and anyone who wants to 
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wrestle the crown from them must up their 

game to a level not ever seen in the South 

of Africa. We hail the Champions of 

Netball in the ANTUSA Games. Hence 

ANTUSA Technical Committee owes the 

BOSETU ladies a permanent trophy to be 

kept in their office in Gaborone. President 

Edwin Radikolo will be more than happy 

to look at it every now and then when he 

enters his office. You ask them if ever they 

at one stage visited the Labour wards, they 

have all the energy you can expect from 

professional athletes. The Information and 

Publicity desk in PEU commends these 

lady educators for their time which they 

spare to partake in sports with all the zeal 

and determination. They deserve a 

standing ovation from all corners of the 

ANTUSA family. 

 

Volleyball was also fiercely contested in 

both genders. As usual BOSETU swept the 

boards. They play as if their lives belong 

there. They take the game seriously, and 

play by the book. In the male section, each 

and every edition, it will be BETUZ and 

BOSETU in the finals. We are still 

awaiting the day the other four unions, 

PEU, PTUZ, LTTU and TUN will wrestle 

each other in the final spot. That will be a 

day when all the Presidents will have their 

seats and watch the Volleyball finals. The 

challenge when BETUZ and BOSETU 

giants meet in the finals is that we cry for 

grass. Fortunately enough in Maseru, grass 

was spared as the turf was paved. These 

were the games one would not have 

wished to miss. 

The only department where the ANTUSA 

Organising Committee could not be rated 

was when they have to take the Evening 

Cultural activities more than 70 kilometres 

away from the main hosting city. This 

would have brought the members and the 

transport owners into loggerheads when 

they reached their homes. It isn’t looked at 

with an organising skill to be organised 

from them, and this should be condemned 

at all costs. This has also contributed much 

in the high number of visitors not to 

honour the Cultural activities.  

Nevertheless they were a success, except 

that BETUZ and their energetic dances 

were solely missed. You can be pardoned 

to ask if really those dancers are educators! 

Where do they get such energy after being 

stressed by learners and the paperwork at 

schools?  PTUZ and the Shona and 

Ndebele dances were also not there to take 

members to their ululations. TUN made 

their presence felt with their favourable 

ballroom dance.  You can expect such 

dances from the coastal members of the 

ANTUSA family. Even the absence of 

Mahungura, their General Secretary, could 

not be noticed. 
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 PEU presented the Xitsonga Dancing 

group, Xibelani all the way from Limpopo, 

Giyani and Malamulele. They kept the hall 

buzzing to an extent that Mr Joseph 

Munengwane could not take it anymore, 

he just found himself on the stage being 

possessed. 

I wonder 

where 

Archie 

Hachamba 

was 

because he 

doesn’t even wait for the invite to join the 

Xibelani. This is the rhythm which once 

beats it reminds Ben Machipi the PEU 

General Secretary that he is from Letaba 

North, the home of Xibelani, Sekgapa and 

Makhwaya.  

BOSETU topped the evening with their 

colourful choir, before their Batswana 

Dance group paraded the Miss and Mr 

ANTUSA 

2019. 

LTTU 

went 

away with 

Miss 

ANTUSA 

2019, 

while 

BETUZ 

made 

peace with the Mr ANTUSA 2019. Miss 

ANTUSA could really kill you with her 

smile. 

 

 

Mr and Miss ANTUSA 2019 

 

Congratulatiooooooooooooooooooons!!!!! 

In closing remarks the ANTUSA 

President, Mr Malose Kutumela 

announced that Botswana are given the 

organising rights for the ANTUSA 2020 in 

Maun. 

ANTUSA GAMES IN PICS 
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As the curtains of the 2019 

ANTUSA Games close, we 

remember the fallen hero, the 

BETUZ Secretary General Jeffrey 

Simuntala. May his precious soul 

rest in eternal peace! 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE END 

 

Let’s meet in Maun, Botswana in the 

 13th edition of the ANTUSA 

  Games in 2020! 

 

 

Compiled by PEU National Editor  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Charlie wa Muchangana 

 


